Abstract-Poor sleep is increasingly being recognized as an important prognostic parameter of health. For those with suspected sleep disorders, patients are referred to sleep clinics, which guide treatment. However, sleep clinics are not always a viable option due to their high cost, a lack of experienced practitioners, lengthy waiting lists, and an unrepresentative sleeping environment. A homebased noncontact sleep/wake monitoring system may be used as a guide for treatment potentially stratifying patients by clinical need or highlighting longitudinal changes in sleep and nocturnal patterns. This paper presents the evaluation of an undermattress sleep monitoring system for noncontact sleep/wake discrimination. A large dataset of sensor data with concomitant sleep/wake state was collected from both younger and older adults participating in a circadian sleep study. A thorough training/testing/validation procedure was configured and optimized feature extraction and sleep/wake discrimination algorithms evaluated both within and across the two cohorts. An accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 74.3%, 95.5%, and 53.2% is reported over all subjects using an external validation dataset (71.9%, 87.9%, and 56% and 77.5%, 98%, and 57% is reported for younger and older subjects, respectively). These results compare favorably with similar research, however this system provides an ambient alternative suitable for long-term continuous sleep monitoring, particularly among vulnerable populations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S
LEEP is a fundamental physiological process with important restorative functions. It occurs in all living mammals and generally over a significant portion of each day [1] . Sleep problems have been shown to be detrimental to human health.
In humans, short (seven hours or less) and long (nine hours or more) durations of sleep have been shown to be significant predictors of death in prospective population studies [2] . Sleep disturbances may be indicative of poor health and functional deficits, especially in older adults [3] , [4] . Total sleep time is reduced in the elderly and this is not due to a reduced need for sleep, but in a diminished ability to sleep [5] . Sleep complaints are commonly reported by over 50% of those aged 65 and older [4] . These complaints include getting less sleep, frequent awakenings, waking up too early, excessive daytime sleepiness, and napping during the day. Decreased quality of life, and higher rates of depression and anxiety are reported in patients with sleeping difficulties [6] . High incidences of balance, ambulatory, and visual difficulties (after controlling for medication use) have been reported in older adults with sleep problems [7] . Furthermore, decreased total sleep time (TST), an increased sleep latency, defined as the time taken to fall asleep in bed, and a poor sleep efficiency (SE), defined as the percentage of TST over total time in bed, are linked to a greater risk for mortality (even when controlling for related covariates) [8] . Additionally, the symptoms of various chronic conditions continue into the night and result in a disturbed sleep; these include movement disorders, neuromuscular diseases, depression, dementia, epilepsy, obesity, and circadian rhythm disorders [9] .
The gold standard sleep assessment technology is polysomnography (PSG), which records multiple physiological signals (including brain activity, muscle tone, eye movements, heart rate, and respiration) during sleep. This is generally performed in a sleep clinic and a trained sleep scorer uses a strictly defined set of rules to classify each 30 s epoch into either wake or a variety of sleep stages including rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep [10] . However the application of these rules is subjective and an interrater agreement rate of 82% has been reported using data from multiple subjects and across separate sleep laboratories [11] . Additionally, PSG is intrusive, costly, time consuming, and often alienates the patient. Wrist actigraphy is the current ambulatory gold standard sleep monitoring device. It consists of a two-axis accelerometer, which records the rest/activity patterns of the wearer and converts an activity metric to sleep/wake estimates using a thresholding algorithm and some additional logic. Wrist actigraphy has been shown to estimate nocturnal sleep duration and sleepwake patterns reliably where PSG is not a suitable alternative [12] . However, a low wake detection capacity is often reported with this device as the device cannot discriminate between quiescent wake and sleep [13] . Wrist actigraphy is dependent on the adherence (and active participation) of the wearer. Sleep diaries are also used (often concomitantly with wrist actigraphy) to estimate sleep duration in normal, institutionalized, and pediatric populations. However, their validity relies upon the attentiveness of the individual filling the diaries out (in cases where the diaries are filled out by the individual). A tradeoff exists for these technologies between accuracy and suitability for long-term deployment. This paper proposes an ambient sleep/wake and bedmovement sensor suitable for extended home deployments to investigate long-term changes in sleeping patterns, especially among vulnerable populations such as those with memory impairment. Existing systems require either a worn sensor or a sensing device visible within the bedroom that may result in stigma due to the need for such a technology.
In this contribution, a noncontact unobtrusive undermattress bed sensor (UMBS) is proposed as a means of: 1) quantifying bed-based movements, and 2) discriminating between sleep and wake. This contribution builds on previous research where novel algorithms were found to reliably measure breathing rate and body movement from UMBS data [14] , and a preliminary study of a cohort of community-based older adults [15] that showed high correlation between wrist actigraphy and motion metrics derived from UMBS data. This paper initially details a number of movement features, which may be extracted during sleep building on previous research [16] . Subsequently, a classification setup is detailed that optimizes the reliability and accuracy of the discrimination of sleep and wake using a large and rigorous research clinic-based dataset. It is proposed that the combination of these data provide a holistic description of sleep using a noninvasive sensor, which can be deployed over extended periods in the community.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a literature review. Section III introduces the UMBS and feature extraction algorithms. An overview of the study, methodology, and techniques used to extract sleep/wake state from the UMBS data is given in Section IV. Results are described in Section V. The discussion and conclusion are given in Sections VI and VII, respectively.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Proposed approaches for home-based and/or long term monitoring range from ambient (that is, embedded in the environment), to worn, and/or image-based solutions. There is a wide disparity between how these systems are validated including methodological differences, the formulation of the gold standard comparison dataset, the potential use of an external test dataset, and also the inconsistent and often nonoverlapping performance measures reported across these systems.
Video-based sleep monitoring solutions have been proposed [17] , [18] , and while their utility is impressive, participants are often uncomfortable with the presence of video recording equipment in the home and especially in the bedroom [19] . Privacy concerns were diminished only when unfavorable alternatives (such as nursing homes) were considered [19] . However, other technologies may provide sufficient utility while retaining privacy.
Passive-infrared-based monitoring systems [20] have been developed and a high accuracy reported, but a number of potential usability issues remain including the varying location of heaters between environments and the presence and types of bed sheets shielding sensors from the minute movements of the individual.
Radar-based technologies [21] report high accuracies in detecting movement compared to wrist actigraphy. Further work reported a high accuracy in sleep/wake discrimination (87% sensitivity, 50% specificity) across a test dataset of 113 nights [22] .
Load-cell movement detection sensors [23] , [24] have been shown to have a high capacity to detect respiration and movement although this may depend on the orientation of the individual.
Bed monitoring systems using pressure pads placed on top of the mattress, underneath the bed sheets, have been developed that detect the ballistocardiogram and detect the heart rate and respiratory rate accurately [25] , [26] . Under mattress sensors [27] - [31] have been shown to measure respiration or both respiration and heart rate effectively. A pressure sensitive e-textile bed sheet reported high accuracy in sleep wake discrimination (70% precision, 71% recall) with seven nights of data [32] . Cardiorespiratory and movement-based signals from a respiratory inductance plethysmography band, electrocardiogram and a pressure sensitive bed were used to discriminate between sleep and wake: 92% accuracy, wake/REM/NREM: 81% and all sleep stages: 69% using 85 nights of sleep [33] . Actigraphic and respiratory effort-derived features and a linear discriminant classifier reported a sleep/wake discrimination accuracy of 95.7% using 15 nights of data [34] . Activity and cardiovascular data were used to generate a sleep/wake accuracy of 78.3% using 20 nights of data and a support vector machine (SVM) and hidden Markov model-based system [35] .
Pillow-based sensors [36] have been proposed as solutions to domestic noncontact sleep monitoring by measuring heart and respiration rate. These systems are particularly suited to noncontact long-term sleep monitoring as they do not require specialist expertise to install.
Home-based sleep monitoring has not been forgotten in the burgeoning wave of Internet of Things and Quantified Self devices including the Withings Aura [37] , Fitbit [38] , Xiaomi Mi Band [39] , and smartphone applications like sleep cycle alarm clock [40] . A comparison of these and similar commercial personal health monitoring devices against global sleep measures (via PSG) in healthy populations has found no significant differences between them in terms of their ability to estimate total sleep time [41] . However, it is reasonable to assume that a simple in/out of the bed sensor may provide similar accuracy levels in terms of total sleep time. An epoch-by-epoch comparison is necessary to provide a more rigorous evaluation of the performance of these systems. Furthermore, healthy adult users were found to be unreliable for any devices that required the user to initiate a sleep tracking setting [41] . Therefore, when moving to long-term sleep monitoring, particularly in populations with potential memory issues, an ambient technology requiring no user interaction is desirable. 
III. UNDER MATTRESS BED SENSOR
The UMBS system is composed of an under mattress pressure sensing grid, a data collection system, and algorithms to extract respiration and body movement information, or features. The process of collecting and extracting these features is described as follows.
A. UMBS and Data Collection
The UMBS consists of a grid of 24 fiber optic pressure sensors, or tactels, integrated into a lightweight 1 cm × 90 cm × 23 cm foam mat (Tactex Controls Inc., Canada) and evenly distributed in a 3 × 8 grid as shown in Fig. 1 . Relative pressure is recorded by measuring the amount of light passing between an emitter and receiver woven into a semipermeable substrate. Changes in pressure applied to the substrate results in varying amounts of light passing between the fiber optic emitter and receiver. When no pressure is being applied to a tactel, the foam is not compressed and light can pass freely from the source to a receiver. When pressure is applied, the porous nature of the foam is reduced which restricts the amount of light which travels between the emitter and receiver. The light signal is transduced into an electrical signal at a rate of 20 Hz, and subsequently, fed into an analog to digital converter reporting tactel values ranging from 0 (lowest pressure applied, maximum light transmission) to 2 047 (highest pressure applied, no light transmission). The tactels are optically isolated from one another. Tactel values were polled using customized software via a universal serial bus serial port connection resulting in a nonconstant sampling rate of mean 15.28 Hz (range: 9.1-21.74 Hz) [14] . This inconsistent sampling rate was due to a simplex polling protocol and a nonconstant delay between data requests and replies. Linear interpolation was employed to provide a constant sampling rate of 10 Hz for later analysis.
The UMBS pressure sensing grid is placed beneath the upper torso of the subject as shown in Fig. 1 . When the subject is not lying over the UMBS, tactel values remain low (less than 500 units) and vary with a range of less than 5 units. When subjects lie on the mattress (a bed entry event), their body weight results in an increase in downward pressure on the bed and resultantly onto some of the tactels in the UMBS. When they exit the bed, the tactel values return to their baseline values. Because a person's weight is not distributed evenly across the mattress, but rather is localized to their position in the bed, some 
TABLE I UMBS MOVEMENT FEATURES
Feature Description
Respiration Rate The number of breathing cycles in the surrounding 5-min window.
The sum of differences between all pressure values over all samples within each data window.
The mean of the absolute differences between all pressure tactel values over the UMBS for each sample.
Spatial (SMF)
The horizontal difference in the central body position.
tactels do not experience any change in pressure even when the person is lying on the mattress, while others are saturated as the pressure applied exceeds the dynamic range of the tactels (0-2 047 units). Tactels that are neither unaffected nor saturated by a subject's weight typically contain micromovements (or cyclic variations) emanating from the individual while lying in the bed. The evolution of the pressure signal for three unsaturated tactels over a 100-s interval around a bed entry event is given in Fig. 2 . Tactel values are initially low (less than 500 units) and raise upon a bed entry event. Small cyclic variations in pressure can be observed in two of the three tactels that correspond to respiration, and in some cases, heart-rate-related movement [14] . Over extended periods of time, body posture changes, or macromovements, can also be identified.
For a more thorough description of the UMBS, including a description of the extraction of respiration rate and body movement, the reader is referred to previous work [14] , [16] . Other work elsewhere is examining the use of the UMBS for in-bed mobility monitoring during postural transitions [42] .
B. Feature Extraction Algorithms
Four types of movement features were derived from the UMBS data: respiration rate, statistical, temporal, and spatial (as described in Table I ). A brief description of the feature extraction algorithms is given as follows.
1) Respiration:
A method of extracting respiration rates using the UMBS has been developed and validated against a strain gauge [14] . In this paper, a custom respiration rate detection algorithm yielded a mean difference of 0.12 breaths per 5 min and a mean percentage error (MPE) of 0.16% when the sensor was placed beneath the mattress. The algorithm removes the effect of slow postural changes and unwanted spectral noise on the UMBS using filtering, fuses the data from active signals and employs an optimized peak detection algorithm to detect respiration rate. Results are reported on the basis of a 5-min window to ensure a relatively high number of respiration cycles occur.
2) Statistical Movement Features: Defining the difference between successive tactel values as
where N is the number of samples in an epoch, x ij is the value of the jth tactel at the ith sample instant, and δ ij = 0 for i=1 and 1 j 24, an overall UMBS motion metric can be computed as
This metric, which is similar in form to the activity motion count calculated by wrist actigraphy, is computed over a predefined epoch length of 60 s.
3) Temporal Movement Features:
The mean of δ ij over all tactels for each time instant i, denoted TMF(i), was used as a temporal movement feature to track the magnitude of motion registered by each tactel over time. TMF is a representation of the total applied force without consideration of the number of tactels experiencing motion. Hence
Based on an empirical evaluation, determined by experimentally gathered movement and nonmovement data, the minimal threshold for movement detection, as measured using TMF, was determined to be 4. In this investigation, background nonmovement activity (such as breathing, etc.) generally occurred at TMF less than 1 (where 94% of values below a TMF of 4 occurred during nonmovement times). An illustrative example of movement and nonmovement using both the UMBS data and the TMF metric is included as supplementary material.
4) Spatial Movement Features:
A continuous description of spatial displacement (resultant from postural changes) in bed was derived by examining the pressure applied, and changes therein, to the individual UMBS tactels. This spatial movement feature (SMF) measures the change in position of the subject over time, but does not measure movement where no change in position occurs (TMF should reflect this). Tactels recording instantaneous body posture were defined as those registering a value of greater than 500 as tactels registered less than 500 when in their resting state (i.e., when unloaded). A center of pressure (COP) metric was derived as the central point in the lateral direction through which pressure was applied. In order to increase the accuracy of COP measurement, linear interpolation was employed between neighboring real tactels and virtual tactels created to yield a total of 71 equally spaced measurement points across the mat. The COP metric was then computed as
where status x,y is a boolean value indicating whether or not pressure is being applied at point (x, y), that is status x,y = 0 x x,y < 500 1 Otherwise (5) and Pos x is a x-coordinate of the current measurement point (x, y). COP x was not deemed to provide useful information when examined independently, however changes in COP x over time provide a spatial measurement of in-bed movement. The first derivative of the COP x data was used to quantify such movement, that is
where SMF 1 is 0.
IV. METHODS
This section describes how data were collected during the clinical studies, details the features extracted from the data, gives an overview of the classifiers used and how they were applied, and how the performance of the system was measured.
A. Study Protocol
Data were collected as part of two research protocols carried out by the Division of Sleep and Circadian Disorders in the Intensive Physiological Monitoring Unit of the Center for Clinical Investigation at the Brigham and Womens' Hospital, Boston, MA, USA. Full ethical approval was granted by the Partners Health Care Human Research Committee. UMBS data were collected using the system described in Section III. PSG data were collected for each scheduled sleep episode, including EEG (C3, C4), EOG, EMG (submentalis), and ECG using a more than half (≥15 s) of the epoch and was rescored as wake in later analysis. Thus, all epochs analyzed in this study were either scored as sleep or wake.
The UMBS study was placed within a broader research program where sleep and waking were scheduled to occur in controlled laboratory conditions, in some cases, on a non-24-h schedule, in order to better understand circadian control of sleep and waking in healthy adults. Each participant in this protocol spent multiple days in the laboratory in which their sleep episodes were scheduled by the experimenters. The subject was instructed to sleep, or attempt to sleep, during lights off episodes, and was required to remain in bed in the dark until scheduled lights on. This process of scheduling the sleep and wake times was external to this analysis. The subjects were continually monitored by a team of specialist healthcare clinicians and technicians throughout both sleep and wake episodes. Data were collected under two protocols. For both protocols, data from the initial 21 days were used for analysis, however the studies ran beyond this duration.
1) Protocol I:
In this protocol, the natural nocturnal sleep length was extended to 12 h during the initial three days of the study (see Fig. 3 ). A midday nap was scheduled, however sleep during these naps were not included in this analysis. The study began with extended sleep times and naps in order to ensure the subject had no short-term sleep debt. Over the next three days, the scheduled sleep opportunity was 10 h. Over the remaining 13 days, the day length was extended to a 28-h schedule, while the sleep length was reduced to six and a half hours per 28 hour day. This protocol meant that subjects progressively accumulated sleep loss. As such, the wake time during scheduled sleep episodes diminished as the protocol continued.
2) Protocol II: Baseline data were collected during the initial three 8-h nights of the study (see Fig. 3 ). Subsequently the subjects were kept awake for a period of 40 h. Subjects were then scheduled to sleep for 9.33 h. The day length was then modified to a 28-h schedule with 9.33 h of sleep per 28-h schedule. The subjects were scheduled to be in bed for 8 h at the same time as the baseline nights for the final two nights of the research study.
B. Subject Details
Data, collected from 30 people, were split into five datasets for this analysis as detailed in Table II . Subjects were both healthy younger and older adults and were split between proto- col I and protocol II. Datasets A (eight younger adults) and B (seven older adults) contained at least 13 sleep records each. These data were used to train and validate the classification algorithms. The total distribution of sleep stages per subject over the sleep episodes is given in Fig. 4 . Datasets C (eight younger adults) and E (one older adult) contained data from one and three sleep records, respectively, and were used to test the performance of the optimal classification algorithm on unseen subjects. The cohort in dataset D did not have any corresponding PSG data and was used to assess the correlation in the underlying data. The mean and standard deviation of the SE over all sleep episodes where data were collected for each subject is also given in Table II .
C. Features
13 UMBS features, taken from the temporal (TMF), spatial (SMF), and statistical (Act) metrics and the UMBS respiration rate estimate, were used in this analysis (as given in Table III) . A large number of features were found to be correlated with each other (see Table IV ) using dataset D.
D. Classifier
A number of classifiers were investigated for discriminating between sleep and wake using the features derived from the UMBS. In addition to classical linear and quadratic discriminant analysis (LDA and QDA), the nonparametric k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier, and the nonlinear artificial neural network (ANN), and SVM classifiers were tested to see if they provided superior performance to LDA. These are now briefly introduced and details given on how their internal configurations were selected and optimised. The software implementation employed for each classifier was that provided in MATLAB version 7.12.0 (R2011a). Default parameters and training algorithms were used, unless otherwise specified. 1) Discriminant Classifiers: Discriminant classifiers, configured using training data, divide an n-dimensional input (or feature) space into subspaces, which optimally discriminate between classes on the assumption that the conditional probability distribution for each class is multivariate normal. Decision boundaries between classes are linear if class covariance matrices are assumed to be the same and quadratic otherwise, yielding LDA and QDA, respectively [45] . An attractive feature of LDA and QDA is that they have relatively low complexity and are parameter free.
2) kNN classifier:
The kNN classifier is a simple, nonlinear classification method, which generally results in relatively high accuracy. It is a nonparametric, memory-based algorithm, which classifies new samples based on the classification of the k most similar samples in a reference training dataset. Here, the Euclidian distance between samples was used as a similarity metric and the majority class of the kNNs taken as the sample classification. The optimum number of nearest neighbors k was determined by cross validation from a candidate set k = 1, 5, 9 based on a preliminary investigation that showed that the optimal k value was less than 10. The restricted search was undertaken to reduce the computational overhead.
3) ANN Classifier: An ANN is an interconnected network of nodes, or neurons, loosely modeled on the interconnection and operation of neurons in the brain. By employing appropriate learning strategies to adjust network parameters ANNs can learn to approximate arbitrary nonlinear input-output relationships between variables. For the classification task considered here, a single hidden layer multilayer perceptron neural network with tanh activation functions was used to perform the classification task. Early stopping using cross validation was employed to determine the optimum number of iterations in order to avoid overfitting. To allow for the potential of getting stuck in a poor local minimum training was repeated five times with different random parameter initializations and the best performing network selected. There are several options for optimizing the topology of a neural network, for example, varying the number of hidden layer neurons or even the number of hidden layers. Here, a single hidden layer topology was used and the number of hidden layer units was selected as either 20 or 40. More extensive optimization of network topology was not undertaken due to the computational overhead involved, and instead early stopping was employed to ensure good generalization performance. For further information on ANNs the interested reader is referred to Bishop [46] .
4) SVM:
SVMs generate boundaries that maximally separate classes. Boundaries can be linear or nonlinear. Nonlinear boundaries are achieved by employing the so-called kernel trick, where the feature space is mapped into a high-dimensional space using a kernel function, K(x; y) [47] , [48] . Determining linear boundaries in this high-dimensional space corresponds to defining nonlinear boundaries in the original feature space. Many functions can be used for the mapping kernel. In this paper, the radial basis function (RBF) kernel, a popular choice for continuous feature spaces, is selected. Using this configuration, SVMs have two hyperparameters, the kernel width, σ, and the box constraint, C. The box constraint is a parameter that controls the extent to which misclassifications are allowed to occur on the training data and effectively determines the smoothness of the boundaries between classes. The optimal hyperparameters for each classifier were determined by performing a grid search and selecting the values that yielded the best cross-validation error. Following an initial investigation, and mindful of the computational complexity of SVM training, the search grid range was set as 0.01-4 for σ with a grid resolution of 0.5 and 0.01 to 20 for C with a grid resolution of 1 unit.
E. Performance Measures
The performance of a binary classifier can be quantified in terms of its ability to correctly predict the actual class (positive or negative) for all samples under investigation. When a class is incorrectly predicted it results in either a false negative (FN) or false positive (FP), while correctly classified samples are either true positives (TP) or true negatives (TN). Using these definitions the accuracy of a classifier can be defined as
However, seeking to maximize this metric can be suboptimal if the data be largely skewed toward either class. In order to take account of this bias, the specificity and sensitivity (also referred to as recall) metrics, defined as
are often reported instead. These metrics quantify the proportion of correctly classified negative and positive samples, respectively. Alternatively, the classifier performance can be expressed in terms of the F-Score
which is the harmonic mean of the recall [eqn. (9) ] and the precision of the classier, where precision is defined as
The use of the harmonic mean ensures that the F-score is heavily skewed toward the lower value and this addresses the situation where there is a large difference between precision and recall, which can arise with unbalanced class sizes.
F. Classifier Training and Validation Preprocessing Procedure
Datasets A and B were split into subsets of sleep and wake epochs on a per subject basis. 400 epochs of sleep and 400 epochs of wake, randomly chosen from each person, were grouped into a single training/validation dataset. For two of the younger subjects (BN101 and BN108) and one older adult (BN113), random sampling with replacement was used to select the wake epochs as there were less than 400 wake epochs available (95, 198, and 196 wake epochs available, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4) . These data were then grouped into three sets: younger adults, older adults, and all subjects. The number of samples available to train the classifiers for the younger, older, and all subjects groups are given in Table V. For the SVM, a reduced number of samples was used for the training procedure (as per Table V) due to the significantly increased computational overhead. Due to the low number of data points available, Monte Carlo cross validation was used to avoid data-related bias and ensure consistency of results. The training/validation task, as described previously, was repeated five times for each classifier with randomly chosen subsets of samples in the training and validation datasets.
G. Independent Classifier Testing Cohort
Each classifier was applied to respective independent data of five younger adults (one night each), an older adults (three nights), and a combination of these (datasets C and E as per Table II) .
For the younger adult cohort, 50 samples of sleep and 50 samples of wake were randomly selected from each of the five subjects in dataset C and compiled into the younger adult testing dataset. Random sampling with replacement was used to select the 50 wake epochs due to the low number of wake epochs available in this dataset. A much lower number of samples was used here compared to the training and validation stage as the number of wake epochs was below 50 for subjects BN117 and BN120 (23 and 25 epochs, respectively). The subjects were only awake for 13% of the recordings. Random sampling without replacement was used to select 50 of the sleep epochs in this dataset. The subsets of chosen sleep and wake epochs from all subjects were combined to create a set of 500 chosen epochs.
For the older adult cohort, 200 samples of sleep and 200 samples of wake were randomly selected for each subject over the three nights and compiled into the older adult testing dataset. Random sampling without replacement was used to select the sleep and wake epochs in this dataset as the dataset contained over 41% wake epochs. The subsets of chosen sleep and wake epochs from all sleeping episodes were combined to create a set of 400 chosen epochs.
The data from one sleeping episode from one younger subject (BN119), and one older subject (BN113) were compiled into a testing set for older and younger subjects. The data from the younger subject contained 113 wake epochs and 472 sleep epochs. The data from the older subject contained 264 wake epochs and 233 sleep epochs. 200 samples were randomly selected, without replacement where possible, to create a dataset of 400 sleep epochs and 400 wake epochs. This dataset contained an equal contribution of data from younger and older adults.
V. UMBS SLEEP/WAKE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
In this section, results from applying each classifier to the features with the aim of discriminating sleep from wake epochs to training/validation UMBS data from each cohort, using Monte Carlo cross validation, are given. Finally, the optimally trained classifier is selected and applied to an independent testing dataset to provide impartial results.
For the training/validation procedure, data from eight younger subjects over 13 scheduled sleeps each and seven older subjects over 14 scheduled sleeps each were collected. 400 epochs of sleep and 400 epochs of wake were randomly selected from each subject and evenly split to create training and validation data sets for a younger, older, and all subjects cohorts. For the testing procedure, data from five younger subjects over one schedule sleep each and one older subject over three sleep episodes were used to create an independent test dataset of younger cohort and older cohort, respectively. 50 epochs of sleep and 50 epochs of wake were selected from each sleep episode from the younger dataset. 200 epochs of sleep and 200 epochs of wake was extracted over the three sleep episodes from the older subject. An additional all subjects cohort was extracted using data from one sleep episode from one younger and one older subject to ensure the data were not biased to a certain cohort.
The mean performance of the classifiers (F-score) over all repetitions on the validation data is reported in Table VI . Low standard deviations (less than 0.025) were found in the F-score, sensitivity and specificity values. The optimal classifier was a neural network, however, the performance of the LDA classifier (see Table VII ) was only slightly lower (by less than 0.006) and within one standard deviation of the neural network. The LDA classifier is characterized by very high sensitivity values and adequate specificity values. Additionally, due to the simpler implementation in lowlevel hardware of an LDA classifier, it was chosen as the optimal classifier for sleep/wake classification. Low standard deviations (less than 0.02) were found in the F-score, sensitivity and specificity values.
Performance results for the optimal classifiers, as applied to their cohorts independent unseen data is given in Table VIII .
VI. DISCUSSION
A systematic and robust study has been presented demonstrating that a noncontact sleep monitoring system offers similar performance to existing nonclinical/home-based validated sleep monitoring solutions in a manner conducive to long-term monitoring, especially among vulnerable populations such as those with memory impairment. The system was trained and validated using a large dataset and a varied cohort, especially given the constraints of collecting sleep related data. The underpinning feature extraction was optimized using a cross-validation procedure with an independent unseen testing cohort to ensure validity across new datasets when presented to the system. Results derived on a per-night basis using an independent test dataset are given in Table IX . The performance levels of state-of-the-art commercially available regulated sleep monitors are also reported in the table for comparison purposes. As can be seen, the UMBS system provides comparable results. Wrist actigraphy reports slightly higher specificity levels, however this technology requires subjects to wear a watch for the duration of data collection. The UMBS is particularly suitable for sensitive populations, such as people with dementia, for whom unobtrusive ambient technologies are preferred or where wearable options have low adherence rates due to extended data collection periods. Overall, the UMBS can provide an accurate and reliable estimation of clinically important sleep metrics over extended periods in the real world.
Within this study, some constraints must be noted. First, the subjects partaking in this research were screened for health and potential sleep disorders and therefore they may not be representative of a population requiring sleep monitoring technologies. Additional research evaluating this technology on a clinical population should be carried out. In particular, its suitability for heavier and lighter populations and those suffering with insomnia and breathing problems needs to be assessed. It is noted that the system was designed based on changes in pressure distribution rather than absolute weight, and as such performance is expected to be robust to variation in weight. However, in the case of sleep conditions such as sleep apnea and insomnia, performance is likely to degrade in line with other movement-based sleep monitoring devices due to the abnormal sleep movement profiles associated with these conditions. Second, the sleep schedules in these studies are atypical of natural sleep timing patterns. While the extended day length and sleep restriction were artificially enforced, this should not have any bearing on the relationship between UMBS-derived data and PSG-derived sleep/wake state. The range of sleep timing imposed in the studies also produced sleep that varied in quality from night-to-night, and while artificial, resulted in a wide range of sleep qualities that allowed for more robust testing. As such, this data are adequate for the investigation of the classification of wake and sleep stages from UMBS data. Additionally, sleep efficiencies over all nights were within the expected range for healthy younger and older adults (mean of 9.7% and 19.4%, respectively). Third, the nature of clinical sleep research is artificial by definition, and as such, all data collected in a clinic were nonrepresentative of real-world sleep. For example, participants may have increased wake time due to the PSG recording equipment, and may lie more passively than when in their own homes resulting in an increased durations or formations of quiescent wake. However, this is an inherent constraint for any type of clinical research.
Methods for reducing the dimensionality of the feature space (principal component analysis [43] and feature subset selection [44] ) were investigated, but these did not significantly increase the overall accuracy of the system. As such, only results for classification using the full set of input features have been reported.
A variety of linear and nonlinear classifiers were investigated for sleep/wake classification. On balance, the LDA classifier is recommended as the preferred solution over all cohorts as although its performance is marginally inferior to other classifiers considered (it is within 1% of the best F-score achieved for each cohort), it is the least complex to implement, and hence, has a much lower computational overhead.
Sleep stage discrimination and wake/REM/NREM discrimination was also investigated, however the system did not perform to an acceptable level. A similar design to that described previously with additional classes relating to each sleep stage was used. Similarly to the approach taken in this paper, these data were examined on a per-cohort basis, however using a per-subject design may achieve better performance but would require significant quantities of data. Integrating the timing of the sleep epoch within the sleep episode as a feature may improve the performance of this type of system as increased levels of wake occur at the beginning and end of sleep episodes. This was not considered in this study, where the focus has been on relating UMBS data directly to sleep/wake state such that is provides a balanced identification of wake episodes occurring throughout a sleep episode.
Often in sleep research, sensitivity and specificity values are reported due to the inherently biased nature of sleep datasets. This paper proposes the use of a harmonic mean performance measure (F-score), which is insensitive to an uneven sample distribution.
Another consideration not generally taken into account in the design and development of home-based sleep/wake monitoring systems is the usability or acceptability of the proposed solution over long durations. Considerations like the perceived benefit of the system, the stigma in the systems use, physical space limitations, the aesthetic design and the visibility of the system to visitors may reduce the practical use/deployment of such a system.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a noncontact unobtrusive pressure-based technology has been shown to offer similar performance to existing nonclinical/home-based validated sleep monitoring solutions and to also capture body movement information during sleep. The UMBS sleep scoring system is suitable for long-term placement in domestic homes and is ideal for the nonintrusive collection of sleep data. The UMBS is especially suited to monitoring vulnerable populations where it is preferential to keep modifications to the sleeping environment at a minimum (such as those with mild cognitive impairment or dementia where sleeping difficulties pervade). The performance and reliability of the UMBS technology is comparable to the current ambulatory sleep/wake monitoring gold standard, wrist actigraphy [13] , and an alternative non-contact sleep/wake monitor (BiancaMed SleepMinder [22] (as given in Table IX and calculated over the data for each complete sleeping episode).
